
ADAPT 400 Series

The ADAPT Line 
Work your way 

The ADAPT 400 Series is part of the ’ADAPT 
Line’ – a range inspired by versatile, busy 
professionals, enabling flawless calls in a variety 
of comfortable, contemporary designs. So, 
whether in the office or on-the-go workers can 
communicate and concentrate with premium 
headsets that offer UC Optimization and Active 
Noise Cancellation (ANC). 

The development of the ADAPT 400 Series 
completes the ADAPT Line with the first-ever 
in-ear, neckband headset from EPOS. Get 
clear communication and subtle style with 
the opportunity for personalized ear tips to 
safeguard your hearing. 

The ADAPT 400 Series  
A versatile, discreet work tool

The ADAPT 400 Series delivers professional audio and 
call quality combined with a discreet, neckband design 
for convenience and portability. The headset is extremely 
lightweight, so you can wear it all day and barely notice 
it’s there, plugging in one or both ear tips while on calls, 
and neither when not in use.  

If you’re waiting for that all-important business call, the 
neckband vibrates discreetly meaning you’ll never miss it. 
The ADAPT 400 Series has two variants for versatile  
on-the-go professionals; the ADAPT 460 headset that is 
UC Optimized and the ADAPT 460T, enabling a seamless 
user experience of Microsoft Teams.

An EPOS First That’s Good for Business  
and Good for Your Hearing

ADAPT 100

ADAPT 300

ADAPT 400

ADAPT 500

ADAPT 600



ADAPT 400 Series

ADAPT 400 user profile

How does the ADAPT 400  
answer the needs of versatile  
professionals like ’Adam Loop’? 

Name  Adam Loop 

Age  35 years

Job title   Salesman, working in the office and 
on-the-go

About   Loves good food, networking and 
travelling the world

Adam spends his days seeking out sales 
partnerships and identifying business 
expansion opportunities. No two days look 
alike – whether in the open office doing 
focused tasks, on calls with potential leads, 
or travelling to visit clients and attend trade 
events, he needs to be reachable anywhere.  

ADAPT 400  
offers the perfect solution

• Multi-connectivity to PC and mobile for 
calls in the office and on-the-go

• Long battery life so users can talk all day

• Good noise-cancelling microphones

• Vibrating neckband signals

• Discreet design for a professional and 
stylish look

• Lightweight construction with personalized 
ear tips for maximum comfort 

The importance of ear tips

• It is crucial to spend time finding the right 
ear tips for you and here’s why:

• Safeguarding your hearing – bad fit offers 
zero noise isolation from environmental 
sound forcing users to turn up the volume. 

• Sound quality – The fit improves call and 
audio clarity and makes ANC more effective.

• Personalized fit – A asymmetrical ear canals 
are quite common, meaning you may have to 
use a different sized ear tip for each ear.

• Comfortable use – The right size affects 
user comfort.

Finding the right ear tips

The ADAPT 400 Series comes with four 
different ear-tips sizes (XS, S, M, L). These 
have been developed based upon extensive 
research into the most common sizes and 
then tried and tested by real users. 

Learn more at: eposaudio.com/adapt-400


